


INTRODUCTION
NFTs, Cryptocurrency and
Blockchain Gaming are all
rapidly becoming more 
common in every industry
and are understandably
complicated. 

In this Ebook, we will cover
what NFTs are, how NFTs
and cryptocurrency differ,
what NFT means in gaming,
and more. If you have any
interest in the world of NFT
gaming and block- chain
gaming, you’ve come to the
right place.

Starloop Studios is a pioneer in
NFT game development,
offering top-notch NFT gaming
solutions for striking
gameplay. We apply cutting-
edge technologies that can
help you to create your own
marketplace and attract huge
numbers of players to invest in
digital collectibles, art pieces,
and properties in the virtual
gaming world.

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1ONGR_en-GBIE978IE978&sxsrf=ALiCzsawD6nUoLd16Y5XfrvoJkxVmAwfIg:1670319069461&q=understandably&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiOsK-21-T7AhULiFwKHXsZAmUQkeECKAB6BAgGEAE


NFTs are digital assets that represent ownership
of unique items. They are stored on a secure,
decentralized blockchain and cannot be
replicated, making them valuable for collectors
and investors.

WHAT ARE NFTS?

NFTs can represent unique in-game items
that can be traded or sold, allowing players
to buy and sell virtual goods securely.

NFTs can be used as verifiable in-game
assets that grant access to certain games or
features. For example, an NFT might be
required to enter a tournament or unlock a
special game mode.

NFTs are bought and sold online, similar to how
physical items are bought and sold in real-world
marketplaces. Their value is determined by the
rarity and desirability of the item they represent.



Micro Transactions 
Free-to-play games often allow
players to make small, frequent
payments for in-game purchases
of additional content, power-ups,
or advancement items.

Game Currency
Some online games offer virtual
currencies that can be earned and
spent within the game. These
currencies may be traded for real
money on third-party
marketplaces.

Cryptocurrency Mining 
Players can earn, trade, and sell
virtual assets within games or on
external marketplaces, some of
which accept cryptocurrency.

Virtual Asset Trading 
Players can earn, trade, and sell
virtual assets within games or on
external marketplaces, some of
which accept cryptocurrency.

CRYPTOCURRENCY 



NFT gaming involves using NFTs in

games, which can focus on party-

based fighting, turn-based card

combat, and collection and care of

animals or beasts. The goal is to

create a space for players to acquire,

create, and trade NFTs. 

Developers can use NFTs in their

games by creating limited edition

items or allowing players to

customize in-game assets, which can

encourage ongoing engagement.

Additionally, NFTs in gaming can also

create new revenue streams for

developers as players are willing to

pay for unique, one-of-a-kind items

that have real-world value. 

WHAT IS NFT GAMING LIKE?



WE'RE PART OF MAGIC MEDIA
Starloop Studios is a game development company

that is part of Magic Media, a group that provides a

range of services to the games and entertainment

industry.

At Starloop Studios, we value teamwork, diversity, and

innovation and are dedicated to creating top-quality

products and delivering excellent service to our

clients.



Check us out on Social Media

starloopstudios.com

hello@starloopstudios.com


